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Large scale implementation of the global iTSCi Programme supports the central African region

iTSCi assists >1,300 mine sites in Burundi, DRC and Rwanda
and >80,000 miners. With perhaps an equal number
of other associated workers, and 5 dependents per worker,
the Programme is relied on by ~1 million people.
They do not face threat, force, or abuse and the tin,
tantalum and tungsten they produce does not fund conflict.
This is possible due to international downstream
companies sourcing conflict free minerals
through iTSCi and CFSP.

iTSCi provides a unique opportunity for companies, governments,
civil society and donors to unite in support of a joint mechanism
which delivers results. The presence of an overarching organisation
is key to implementation of standards, through enabling resources
and systems to achieve a common vision, while avoiding multiple
certifications, variations and costs.

iTSCi has 3 phases, collecting documents, implementing due
diligence and traceability, and finally improving the circumstances of
artisanal mining. The Programme is enabling new investment in the
mining sector, and is now moving beyond confict on to address child
labour and health and safety issues.

iTSCi creates many positive impacts such as;
• Improved governance and formalisation
• Increased formal tax revenues
• Fair international prices for minerals
• Unique statistics on artisanal mining
• Opportunities to address safety
• Economic multiplier effects in the community

iTSCi tracked >18,000 tonnes of 3T
mineral in 2014, including 92% of all
cassiterite produced in central Africa.

The region benefited by earnings
of 330 million USD in 2014. As iTSCi

grows, potential earnings grew
at 23% in 2014.

Rwanda

Burundi

Democratic
Republic

of the Congo 

iTSCi covers an
area around

650 x 1360 Km

3T
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Africa  3
Asia  18
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No. of SmeltersList of Members Countries

iTSCi has >250 member companies,
in >35 countries including all major 3T smelters

Value of resources

Trade and Export
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iTSCi joint industry traceability and due diligence programme for 3T (Tin Tantalum Tungsten) 
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The “OECD Due Diligence Guidance for
Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals
from Conflict Affected and High Risk
Areas” provides formal due diligence
recommendations to advise companies
how to respect human rights and
avoid contributing to conflict
through a 5 step framework
to manage their activities.

The iTSCi Programme is the cross industry
mechanism focused on 3T minerals which
practically assists upstream companies to
implement the OECD Guidance; therefore
enabling continued access to international
markets, and economic and social
development for miners and communities
across large areas of central Africa.
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FOREWORD
Enabling responsible trade of 3T minerals from high risk areas – 
creating opportunity for economic growth through improved governance

ITRI, the global tin industry association, 

became aware of conflict related issues in 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) 

during the mid-2000’s and committed to 

address these concerns through formation of 

an ITRI Working Group in 2008. This resulted 

in the formalisation of the iTSCi Membership 

Programme for due diligence and traceability 

in 2011, which is now implemented together 

with the Tantalum-Niobium International 

Study Center (T.I.C.). Both ITRI and T.I.C. 

are non-profit organisations and iTSCi is 

implemented at cost. 

Our joint approach ensures effective 

application of common standards based 

around OECD guidance for due diligence 

which helps prevent multiple audits and 

visits to operators by customers from 

different tiers in the supply chain, and avoids 

confusion and administration of multiple 

systems. iTSCi also provides a mechanism 

for supply chain information exchange 

and transparency that recognises business 

confidentiality, while encouraging continued 

sourcing by downstream companies, and 

continued access to international markets,  

economic and social development for miners 

in developing regions. Minerals traded by 

members of iTSCi are received by smelters 

participating in the Conflict Free Smelter 

Program CFSP with whom we work closely. 

We hold a number of Memoranda 

of Understanding including with the 

Governments of Burundi, the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo, and Rwanda, as well 

as the International Conference of the Great 

Lakes Region (ICGLR). All our activities are 

carried out in partnership with governments 

and in co-operation with local partners, 

including NGO’s, whenever possible in 

order to contribute to improving long term 

governance, as well as the circumstances 

of mining, which will lead to stability and 

opportunity for investment and growth. 

The diagram opposite (iTSCi programme 

overview) illustrates how iTSCi co-operates 

and co-ordinates with governments (red), 

OECD guidance (yellow), upstream and 

downstream companies (blue) and iTSCi 

members (green). 

The iTSCi Programme is the joint industry solution for conflict issues related to the ‘3T’ minerals 
(tin, tantalum and tungsten). Initiated prior to many international policies and regulations such 
as Dodd Frank, we benefit from extensive practical experience but remain flexible and to adapt 
to new circumstances and expectations. 

iTSCi joint industry traceability and due diligence programme
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Multi-stakeholder participation and expertise in the iTSCi programme

The iTSCi Operator (Pact) provides technical expertise on mining
and capacity building which enables them to work as, or manage
activities of the iTSCi Field Operators locally. The Operator trains
local stakeholders, including government agents, and liaises with
local companies, as well as providing the on-the-ground team for
risk reporting, and managing the iTSCi Incident System. Pact is a
non-profit organisation.

iTSCi has memoranda of understanding with
in-region governments which set out how the
cooperation between those governments and
the Programme will work, including for data
and information exchange. Governments
provide mining services in the field to
perform traceability who are trained
by the iTSCi Field Operator.

Civil Society are involved in discussion
and resolution of risks in the stakeholder
committees arranged by iTSCi which are
held both at local mine level, as well as at
provincial or national level depending on the
size of implementation area. The committees
also include security services such as police,
and industry, and are chaired by Government.

The Governance Committee (ITRI and T.I.C.)
makes high level decisions on the direction of
the Programme, including any improvements or
sanctions, suspending mines or companies from
membership. The Committee is made up of
industry experts from the 3T industry who have
no commercial or conflicting interests. ITRI and
T.I.C. are non-profit organisations.

The Secretariat (ITRI) contracts
appropriate organisations with

the expertise required to
perform a range of necessary

roles relevant to aspects of
the OECD Guidance. This

includes the Operator,
and the Independent

Evaluator. The Secretariat
also communicates

with the Advisory Panel
of international NGO’s
and experts, and the

Ombudsman (Foley Hoag)
in cases of dispute.

The Independent Evaluator (Synergy Global
Consulting) carries out preliminary audits of
applicant companies and recommends iTSCi
membership, or otherwise, and follows up
with regular site visits in-region and
internationally to audit member companies
against an OECD based checklist. The Evaluator
also makes periodic visits to the region to
provide reports on the political and security
developments of the area and any change in
mineral sector governance or related issues.

National
Government

iTSCi Field
Operator

iTSCi
Operator

iTSCi
Ombudsman

iTSCi
Secretariat

iTSCi
Advisory panel

Local
Civil Society

Local
Government

Services

iTSCi
Governance
Committee

iTSCi
Upstream

Companies

iTSCi
Upstream

Companies
iTSCi

Downstream
Companies

iTSCi
Independent

Evaluator
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HOW WE WORK WITH STAKEHOLDERS
Encouraging progress to OECD recommended due diligence by providing 
information, traceability, on the ground monitoring and audits  

Any small or large company committed to help break the link between mineral trading and conflict, both in 
in the great lakes region and globally, can participate in iTSCi. We help identify actors in the supply chain and 
explain due diligence to participants, reporting on progress of the supply chain against those recommendations.
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Companies aiming to demonstrate that they 

are responsible become members of the 

Programme after submission of information 

on their trade history, potential links to 

conflict, and due diligence policies and 

plans, and a preliminary assessment by our 

independent evaluator (Step 2: company 

approval). Conflict-free mining areas and 

transport routes are confirmed by our field 

teams who visit and report on the situation at 

every mine site prior to potential inclusion in 

the traceability system as well as continually 

thereafter (Step 2: mine approval). 

Field teams also train local authority staff 

to implement a tagging and record keeping 

system to ensure traceability from the 

selected mine sites, including transport 

routes, processors and exporters. These 

teams provide transaction information to the 

central data centre where it is evaluated for 

errors, repeated patterns of anomalies, or 

possible incidents that require investigation. 

Traceability information on the supply chain 

is made available to smelters purchasing the 

minerals (Step 2: traceability).

Many improvements in the field are brought 

about through a continuous incident 

reporting and mitigation process managed 

by the field teams who play an important 

role in facilitating incident resolution by 

local stakeholders directly via local Steering 

Committees. In cases of the highest concern, 

such as involvement of armed groups or 

human rights abuses, either the mine itself, 

or the member company, can be suspended 

or expelled (Step 3: managing risks). iTSCi 

also has an Advisory Panel of international 

experts providing input.

Progress of mine sites and members 

is evaluated against suggested 

recommendations relating to OECD related 

themes for example by governance 

assessments and audits performed from time 

to time by our independent evaluator which 

helps to bring about improved due diligence 

practices of companies. 

6
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STEP 2: Identify the supply chain - iTSCi Mine and Company Approval

Com
panies w

ish to participate in iTSCi

M
in

es
 w

ish
 to

 be added to iTSCi

Licences

Conflict Mineral
Policies

Due Diligence plans

Supplier information

Information about
the company 

Authorisation
Documents

iTSCi
Company Approval

Com
pany inform

ation subm
itted to iTSCi

iTSCi
Mine Approval

Baseline reporting

Government
presence

Mineral type
and production 

Child labour

History of
armed groups 

Official
& informal
payments

Official
security
presence

The iTSCi Programme is open to all
companies in the supply chain, from
local mining cooperatives in central Africa,
through small or large trading companies,
to international smelters, including some
of the largest 3T processing companies in
the world. Members are expected to
recognise the OECD Guidance and to act
responsibly in the supply chain. A small
joining fee covers the application process,
and an annual fee covers the continued
membership. Member companies fairly
compete for mineral within the defined
due diligence standards.

iTSCi Governance
Committee

Evaluation and approval
Payments received

iTSCi
Secretariat

Company added to
iTSCi approved
member list

iTSCi
Secretariat

Mine added to
iTSCi Mine list

Approved company
summary and actions

Mine list of
included sites

iTSCi
Independent
Evaluation 

iTSCi
Members

iTSCi
Field Operator

evaluates mines
and transport routes

STEP 2:
Identify the supply chain - 
iTSCi Mine approval

STEP 2:
Identify the supply chain - 
iTSCi Company approval

New mine areas are added to the Programme on a regular basis as miners discover new sources and locals
highlight the need to iTSCi operators in the field. Almost all mines are worked with basic tools by artisanal or
small scale mining methods and provide employment for miners, washers, carpenters, transporters, processors
and many other associated service workers.

Approved

Application

Approved

Application

Outcomes
Mines and companies
can trade under the

iTSCi Programme
Participate in continuous
monitoring, traceability

and audit

Tags and logbooks
allocated to govt agent
at approved companies

Tags and logbooks
allocated to govt agent

at approved mines

STEP 2: Identify the supply chain - iTSCi Traceability

The iTSCi operator trains Government agents to
implement the in-region tagging and record
collection system to ensure traceability from the
mine sites to processors and exporters, via
monitored transport routes. The Government
generated data is consolidated and verified at
the iTSCi data centre, where any anomalies that
may indicate risk are identified as incidents for
follow up by the iTSCi operators teams in the field.

iTSCi provides a mechanism for supply chain information
exchange which protects commercially confidential and
security sensitive data, while providing transparency on
risks and other information necessary for companies to
monitor, improve and have confidence in their global
supply chains.

iTSCi follows the transport of minerals in the international
market through traders to smelters and information on
this part of the supply chain is also provided to, and
checked by the iTSCi data centre. Tags are physically
delivered to the smelter and reported back to iTSCi for
verification of mineral source and associated mine
information. Each container of mineral may 
contain >1,000 tags from multiple mines.
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1. Mine
government official

weighs and tags the bags
and records the data

to start the traceability
process.

5. Smelter
Smelter confirms

mineral weight and
records data storing

tags for audit purposes.

iTSCi Data Centre
verifies accuracy,

inputs into database,
searches for anomalies,

provides analysis and reports’
50,000 sheets per year

25,000 transactions per week

2 Processor

Data on mineral
production

Information returned
to government

Data on mineral
processing

Data on mineral
exporting

Data on mineral
shipping

Shipment
tag report
and mine
baselines

Production
estimates
by area

All information
available to the

smelter for
CFSP audit

Data on mineral
purchase and

tag list for
iTSCi

verification

Incident reports
(e.g. Mine producing
more than feasible)

Bags transported to
the processor and

weighed for a
second time to

ensure the weight
has not changed

Bags transported to
exporter and weighed
and checked again to
ensure no infiltration

has occurred

Bags transported by
a trader who has transport

and assay documents

Minerals stored in large containers
and exported by truck and freighter

with their tags. Shipping
details recorded.

Incident reports
(e.g. Weight in at processor
more than left the mine)

Incident reports
(e.g. Tags only
available from
processor and

not mine)

Incident reports
(e.g. Weight on
boat higher than
from exporter)

Incident reports
(e.g. Missing

Transport 
or other

documents)

3 Exporter

4 Trader

weighed out

weighed out

weighed out

weighed in

weighed in

weighed in

weighed during
shipping

iTSCi
Secretariat

iTSCi
Full and

Associate
members

CFSP
Audit

Downstream
Product

Manufacturers

Outcomes
Confidence in the

monitored supply chain

Smelters process minerals into metal
and sell on the international market

Protection of confidential data on price etc
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The iTSCi joint industry traceability and 
due diligence programme helps improve 
circumstances for miners.

Step 3: Identify and manage risks- iTSCi incident management and stakeholder involvement

Incident summary
and actions

Via iTSCi
whistle blowing
mechanism or

other route

Incident report
detail for
affected

stakeholders

On the ground teams of the iTSCi operator
help to collect local information on risks in
the mineral supply chain, to discuss with all
stakeholders, and provide local input into the
risk mitigation or resolution process.
The Programme supports the formation of
stakeholder committees chaired by the
Government and including civil society
and industry members.

As a result of the incident management process iTSCi may
suspend company memberships, or remove tags from mines
of concern, and companies buying from any area or supplier
identified to pose a high level risk may choose to disengage
or encourage improvements. The Programme can also
support actions by Governments to improve control of their
mineral sector for the ultimate benefit of all in the community.

Annex II of the OECD Guidance provides a model supply chain
policy for risks related to conflict and human rights abuses
which is followed by iTSCi in the incident management system.
Serious abuses are classified as Level 1 risks for immediate
reporting and attention by senior Government and Programme
personnel, while lower level risks can be managed and resolved
by local stakeholders.

Outcomes
Improvement

Disengagement
Sanctions
Training

Outcomes
iTSCi driven

improvements

Outcomes
Local government &

civil society
driven improvements

Outcomes
Company driven
improvements

Inform
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Upstream
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Recommen-
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OECD Annex II risks
Armed groups and

security forces
Due diligence

Chain of custody
Corruption

Human rights and
other concerns
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High Risk
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Monthly 
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ACCESSING AND USING iTSCi INFORMATION 
Providing appropriate information to stakeholders 

iTSCi generates a wide range and large amount of information relating to the situation on the ground, as 
well as the operation of the supply chain. A great deal of this is available to the public on-line, while full 
details are provided to member companies to use for their own due diligence. iTSCi also protects sensitive 
information by holding it internally.  

The most detailed information is provided by iTSCi 
to member companies to help them make their 
own due diligence assessments of their supply 
chain. Companies always remain responsible for 
making final decisions on purchasing, and for 
annual reporting, but benefit from the availability 
of information that would otherwise not exist. For 
example, iTSCi provides audit reports on suppliers 
which a purchaser can use and act on without the 
need for every potential mineral purchaser auditing 
that same potential mineral supplier. Other ways 
that members receive and can use information are 
illustrated in the diagram, as well which information     
governments and other stakeholders also receive 
(Step 4 & 5: information available).

More sensitive information is stored only by iTSCi, 
including information on business and supplier 
relationships, contracts, pricing and other factors that 
may affect metal price. This includes commercially 
valuable information not appropriate to exchange 
within a supply chain, including for reasons of anti-
trust or competition law, as well as other unverified 
or sensitive information relating to possible risks 
or sensitive sources of information, as well as that 
which may impact legal issues.  

In general, more information is made available 
to the public than is expected by OECD guidance 
which recommends exchange of information only 
within the supply chain, together with an annual 
public report by each individual company. Not all 
information can be made public in order to protect 
the value of that information for the membership 
and prevent unauthorised use by non-members 
because sustainable financing of activities would not 
be possible by free distribution of all information 
and data.

The full range of information and 
updates can found at: http://itsci.org 
with example links shown on the 
inside back cover.

iTSCi joint industry traceability and due diligence programme

Step 4 & 5: Information available for companies to use in due diligence and reporting

Success stories

Mine list of
included sites

Shipping tag
Report

Mine baseline
details

iTSCi whistleblowing
policy

Production estimates
by area

Field report

Company
Procedures

Step 1
Establish
company
systems

Company
Policies

iTSCi
Mine

Approval

iTSCi
Traceability

Step 2
Identify the
supply chain

iTSCi
Company
Approval

CSFP
Smelter
Audit

Step 4
Independent

Audit

iTSCi
Independent

Audit

Company
Reporting

Step 5
Annual

Reporting

Incident report
in detail

Incident summary
and actions

Company conflict
mineral policy

Company annual 
report

Approved company
summary and actions

Governance
assessment

Company audit
and summary 

USED BY MEMBERS TO: MEMBERS ACTIONS: 

Evaluate suppliers and
their understanding of

due diligence

Ensure mines are
being monitored
by field teams

Access all available 
traceability data from

mine to smelter

Details of circumstances
and security at source

of mines

Evaluate plausibility
of supply volume

Understand impacts of
changing weather, price,

politics and security

Be aware of risks or 
procedural issues identified

for the company

Understand continual on the
ground monitoring and

stakeholder engagement of
issues identified

Demonstrate availability
of whistleblowing

mechanism

Understand the general
circumstances and risks in

mining areas

Satisfy the need for step 4
audits on suppliers to any

smelter

Demonstrate transparency in
line with OECD guidance

Check suppliers have
completed

recommendations

Check mines named by
supplier are on the list

Check information is
available on all suppliers
and mines named in the

traceability report

Check conflict status of
mines and likely
production levels

Monitor any unusual
changes in volumes of
mineral from suppliers

Consider in general
risk evaluation

Respond to iTSCi to explain
actions and demonstrate

improvement

Check suppliers impacted by
incidents have completed
recommended actions and

the incident is closed

Raise awareness of
whistleblowing mechanism

Evaluate potential risks to
suppliers and supply areas

and take into account
for purchasing

Evaluate progress of suppliers
in due diligence and

check recommendations
are completed

Needed for CFSP

Delayed

Delayed

Delayed

Annual

Delayed
Summary

MonthlyMonthly

For affected
members &
stakeholders
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Identify and
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Incident

Management
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involvement

iTSCi REPORTS

iTSCi provides information to smelters
for use in their Conflict Free Smelter
Programme (CFSP) audit, including iTSCi
audit reports on upstream companies
supplying those smelters. Non-commercial
information is also returned to the Governments
and distributed to members, and, at a later date the public.

iTSCi
Secretariat
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MOVING BEYOND CONFLICT
Providing opportunities to make significant social and economic difference 

The extensive network of staff which iTSCi has on the ground in order to monitor the supply chain provides 
a unique opportunity to make even more positive difference beyond conflict by looking at child labour, 
safety, or business skills development in ‘phase 3’.
iTSCi remains the only traceability and due diligence 
programme successfully operating in a practical 
manner regionally across central Africa, covering 
extensive numbers of mining areas, assisting vast 
numbers of individuals, and continually expanding 
that coverage as resources, security and other 
circumstances allow. While resolving issues around 
the potential link between conflict and minerals is 
our primary focus, once the responsible supply chain 
has been established, we can also begin to address 
wider issues of importance to society, development 
and governance. 

We co-ordinate and work with other partners and 
projects whenever possible to maximise the impacts 
of our activities and sometimes to also benefit from 
funding or other support from other organisations 
(iTSCi: working with others). In the past we have 
welcomed donation of funds from Qualcomm 
Inc to develop a basic health and safety training 
curriculum, and from Apple Inc to help support 
training on management of risks. Our partners Pact 
have carried out a GE Foundation supported study on 
child labour, and a subsequent practical pilot funded 
by Boeing and Microsoft. Pact also piloted a project 
to link national taxation reporting to the artisanal 
mineral production sector – a world first for the 
Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI).

While we have made a great start, much more can 
be done. Additional financial support of any value 
will help to make a difference.  

14

Working with others to bring benefits beyond conflict in iTSCi Phase 3

MFA (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands) provides co-funding
for iTSCi field activities in a 3 year project ‘Scaling up mineral trade’,
which follows on the successful ‘Conflict Free Tin Initiative’.
Both projects support and build on the field infrastructure
of iTSCi for conflict-free minerals and now extend to gender
equality, business skills and other themes. The MFA focuses
on stability and security, raw material security and
improved human rights. 

PROMINES (Growth with Governance in the Mineral
Sector Project for DRC) is a project of the
World Bank which, through the government
of the DRC, aims to strengthen the capacity
of institutions to better manage the minerals
sector, improve conditions for investment in
mining and increase revenues and the
socio-economic benefits from artisanal
and industrial mining. PROMINES has
supported training as well as provision
of much needed equipment to iTSCi.

Private sector donors from downstream industry
have funded activities relating to child labour,
health and safety and comprehensive training
on risk management. 

iTSCi is complemented by the BGR (Federal Institute
for Geosciences and Natural Resources) Certified Trading
Chains (CTC) project, and the IOM (International Organisation
of Migration) work on mine validation and construction of
centres de négoce. 

iTSCi aims to harmonise with the ICGLR (International Conference
on the Great Lakes Region) and their work related to the prevention
of the illegal exploitation of natural resources and has an existing
MOU with the organisation.

*Further funding is sought for all aspects of the programme including these activities
see the Scaling Up Mineral Trade section of the iTSCi website
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HOW iTSCi IS FUNDED AND OUR EXPENSES
A sustainable industry programme for long term regional stability 

Our greatest challenge is the huge unpredictability in planning implementation of iTSCi. The mining sector 
is subject to mineral price, demand and production changes, and artisanal mining suffers from poor mine 
planning, cash availability, unreliable equipment and impacts of changes in weather. Many areas have 
poor infrastructure and communications and can be insecure, remote and expensive locations to work.  

In early 2011, the Dodd Frank Act had been 
published, the Government of the DRC had 
implemented a mining suspension in the Kivus 
and Maniema, and the April 2011 Conflict Free 
Smelter Program deadline for traceable mineral 
was looming. While iTSCi highlighting the need for 
coordinated action and upfront funding to avoid 
de-facto embargo funds remained limited and we 
committed to implement an appropriate system 
in as many areas as possible within the budget 
available. This remains the situation today. 

Our sources of funding include membership fees, 
payments from levies on mineral trading, fixed 
payment arrangements and donations. Membership 
fees are maintained at a low level in order to 
allow any upstream company to participate, 
while the majority of funds to cover the cost of 
implementation comes from upstream levies. Levies 
are collected at a point in the supply chain most 
appropriate to prevailing business structures and 
after a final determination of metal content many 
weeks or months following the time of mining. 

Expenses spent on implementation include the 
field activities of the on-the-ground teams, incident 
reporting and training as well as relevant items such 
as tags, but also relate to auditing and evaluation 
costs, management of the traceability data systems, 
administration of the membership procedures, 
translations and legal issues. 

All iTSCi activities and expenses are driven by 
the expectations laid out in the OECD guidance 
which essentially defines the need for extensive 
information. Financial records are kept separately 
within ITRI accounting systems and discretely ring-
fenced from both other ITRI managed projects and 
general ITRI operations.

Detailed information is available in the iTSCi Annual 
Review such as here:  
https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=viewlink&link_id=55336&Itemid=11

THE FIRST FIVE YEARS OF iTSCi
Rapid progress and success with limited sources of finance 

In the five year period 2010-2014 upstream industry funded 81% of the implementation cost, with donors 
providing 16%, and downstream industry less than 2%. During the same five year period, 77% of funds were 
spent on field activities, 12% on data collection and reporting, 6% on auditing, and the remaining 5% on 
membership and other activities.
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PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Breaking links to, and moving beyond conflict mineral issues 

iTSCi aims to consolidate exiting success, further scale up to provide opportunity for participation to more mining 
communities, and continue to improve processes and systems as resources allow. We hope to help further address 
important social issues beyond conflict and welcome contributions from those able to make that happen.   

Our first priority remains to consolidate the success 
of iTSCi in existing areas, breaking links between 
minerals and conflict, driving improvements in due 
diligence practices of members companies, reviewing 
and updating procedures to maintain requirements, 
and to continue the roll out of more rapid digital data 
collection in appropriate locations. This will allow us 
to continue to enhance the provision of information to 
members and participating governments alike. 
Our second objective is to find ways to finance further 
scaling up of iTSCi to mining areas which are not 
currently benefiting from inclusion. In an environment 
of low metal prices both these objectives are already 
challenging.  

We plan to focus further attention on using existing 
iTSCi infrastructure as an opportunity for addressing 
social and economic issues beyond the resolution 
of conflict, and involving all in the supply chain, 
and would also like to progress discussions 
relating to the harmonisation of activity with the 
ICGLR in order to support the regional certification 
mechanism, avoid repetition, reduce costs and 
ensure effective auditing. 

Finally, since a new EU regulation on minerals from 
high risk areas is expected, we will aim to adapt any 
necessary aspects of iTSCi to ensure conformance 
with the final text, and will request recognition of 
the iTSCi programme by the EU to ensure avoidance 
of overlap and inefficiency. 

The extent and speed with which all of these plans 
can be achieved will directly depend on available 
funding, whether from industry and/or other sources.

iTSCi CREATES INFORMATION TO ENABLE DUE DILIGENCE
A unique source of information on upstream 3T industry and artisanal mining 

iTSCi generates a huge amount of information and data. Some is available immediately, while some is 
available to different stakeholders after a short delay to verify information, to manage sensitive issues, or 
to prevent use by free-riders who have not contributed to the cost of the activities. 

Summary charts describing the type of data and 
reports released to various stakeholders upon 
what conditions are available on-line;  

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=viewlink&link_id=53532&Itemid=11 

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=viewlink&link_id=53533&Itemid=11  

General information and updates such 
as press releases

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=listcats&cat_id=190&Itemid=11 

Upstream member company summary and suggested 
due diligence actions

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=viewlink&link_id=52326&Itemid=11

Upstream member company independent site audits

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=listcats&cat_id=193&Itemid=11 

Upstream member company Step 5 annual due 
diligence reports

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=listcats&cat_id=196&Itemid=11  

Implementing area situational governance 
assessments relating to OECD Annex II themes

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=listcats&cat_id=186&Itemid=11 

Incident reports relating to management of risks 
in the supply chain 

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=listcats&cat_id=198&Itemid=11 

Mineral production and export figures

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=listcats&cat_id=184&Itemid=11

Downstream member companies supporting 
iTSCi and receiving information

https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_
mtree&task=viewlink&link_id=52275&Itemid=11 
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Tel: +44 (0) 1727 875 544
Fax: +44 (0) 1727 871 341
Email: info@itri.co.uk
Web: www.itri.co.uk 
         www.itsci.org

Unit 3, Curo Park
Frogmore
St. Albans
Hertfordshire
AL2 2DD
UK
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